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About David “Emerald” Womeldorff

David brings nearly 30 years of experience
in leadership training and fostering
collaboration to his public speaking &
seminar facilitation. He is widely regarded
for his gift of “translating important ideas in
a way that others find practical and useful.”
As an individual facilitator and speaker,
David is an advocate for creating a visionfocused and passion-based way of being
and taking action in one’s personal,
professional and organization life.
David is co-founder, along with his wife
Donna Zajonc, of The Bainbridge
Leadership Center (Bainbridge Island, WA).
The focus of the Center is on “Facilitating
Emergent Leadership for an Integral
World” and provides individuals, groups
and organizations within the public and
private sectors
with education, facilitation and coaching
services.
David is also author
of The Power of TED*
(*The Empowerment
Dynamic), an inspiring
story of personal
leadership and
transformation that
touches all facets of
life.

"David … was at once abstract intelligent and
complex, yet grounded, intuitive and wise. The
way he held the ideas—as well as the group
itself—was flexible, savvy, appropriately
complex and creative… I left with new tools for
the kit.
~Larry Daloz, Associate Director,
Whidbey Institute, and co-author,

Common Fire

Sample Presentation & Seminar Topics
Creating Cultures of Empowerment—requires much more than delegating
responsibility and authority. It demands a particular orientation to work – and life –
that cultivates relationships which create high fulfillment and peak performance in
serving clients and customers. This keynote address will inspire and challenge you
to shift your ways of thinking and taking action and point the way to harnessing
“The Empowerment Dynamic (TED)” in your organization!
TED*: The Cure for the Epidemic of Victimhood—Victimhood is a form of
self-identity and a way of being that has reached epidemic proportions in our
organizations, our communities and, indeed, our world. TED* (*The Empowerment
Dynamic) challenges Victimhood by providing a compelling alternative to the daily
drama that so often characterizes our relationships in our personal and professional
lives. Audiences will learn how to begin to make the shift from Victim to Creator
and to encourage the same in others!
Applying “The Power of TED*” @ Work: A New Leadership Dynamic—
Traditional perspectives on leadership set up an unrealistic expectation that leaders
will emerge as heroes to rescue followers from whatever the problems of the day
may be! The audience will be challenged to shift their focus of leadership from
reacting to problems to creating outcomes in service to the mission and purpose of
the organization. Leaders will discover ways to enhance their roles as Creator,
Challenger, and Coach and begin to move from an Heroic to a Collaborative style
of leadership. (Keynote Speech or Seminar)

Creating Powerful Partnerships—Based on David’s nearly 30 years of
observing and applying the lessons of collaboration in all kinds of organizations,
participants will learn the about Seven Agreements for Accelerating Collaboration
that form the basis of powerful partnerships capable of producing sustainable
results. This presentation and/or seminar focuses on ways of thinking, interacting
and taking action that create outcomes and build healthy and productive working
relationships. (Keynote Speech or Seminar)
Rekindling Your Fire—This speech challenges audiences to reclaim their
passion for their profession and service to society. Participants will discern ways to
move from a problem-focused way of serving to creating passion-based outcomes
for themselves and their clients/customers. By learning how to harness The Power
of TED* (*The Empowerment Dynamic), participants will rekindle their passion for
their chosen profession. (Keynote Speech or Seminar)

These titles are samples only and are customizable to your
organization or audience!
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